
Below lists the value propositions that kimbocorp.com has over corporate service providers. We position ourselves 

differently from them in the follow ways. 

Why we are 

different
What others do What we do

No Nominee 

Directors

1. They provide a nominee director arrangement

2. Banks tend to treat nominee directors with disdain

3. Nominee directors also do not proactively resolve 

issues or answer queries from banks

4. Neither do the companies themselves would actually 

know or have spoken or communicated with the 

nominee directors, as they are really shadows in nature

5. This means there is lesser probability to have any 

financial accounts opened

6. And in Singapore, there are a myriad of financial 

accounts that can be opened and suggested to the 

customer

1. We provide a resident director arrangement. 

2. Resident directors have absolute duty of care 

and are involved in the management decisions 

actively. See virtual board meetings.

3. Resident directors show up with foreign directors 

together to explain the business to the banks 

and resolve queries proactively

4. This gives banks confidence that they are 

working with one team from the company and 

that there is someone in the business 

responsible for AML/CFT and other governance 

and statutory responsibilities

Real Virtual 

office

1. They provide a registered office address, usually at the 

corp sec office

2. This address is only for mailing purposes and to fulfil 

the main stat requirement of not using a P.O box 

address 

1. We provide, in addition to the registered 

address, a virtual office address.

2. VO can be used for  listings on google my 

business 

3. VO is a physical location that your customers 

can visit, or you can use to meet customers if 

they are at the location

4. VO is staffed. That means there is physical 

presence during normal working hours and a 

number that can be reached and answered.

Virtual board 

meeting 

environment

1. Normal CSPs do not provide an environment where 

corporate and board issues are discussed and resolved 

regularly. 

2. They would usually be around during major corporate 

actions, already decided by the board, so all they do is 

to prepare the paperwork and file and charge

3. If there are no such corporate events, then they do not 

add any other value except to show up during renewals

1. We provide and initiate meetings to happen at 

the board level regularly

2. 2-4 times a monthly, the board will receive 

notifications to schedule the next board session

3. The sessions is attended by the resident 

director and used to cover topics such as 

stakeholder (incl banks) application and 

relationship-building, hiring, lead generation, 

contractual arrangement, company valuations 

and any other non-technical legal or tax issues.

4. There is absolute peace of mind that the 

resident director would advise and resolve 

problems, big and small, concerning the 

management of the business.

5. There is no withholding of information or force-

selling, since the resident is part of the furniture 

and as a constitutional right to do his/her best 

for the business.

Lots of extras 

1. Normal CSPs do not do much more than provide, 

under a transaction environment, services related to 

pass, permits, accounting and similar applications.

2. They usually sell these type of services with the 

mentality that all of them can be resolved just by 

monetary exchange, which is not the case in many 

instances

1. We provide, under the virtual board 

environment, the advice and difficulties, of how 

applying for permits and passes and accounts

2. We also suggest other additional accounts and 

services that the business can set up with, such 

as with payment gateways, foreign currency 

remittance accounts, escrow accounts, even 

crypto exchange accounts. All the auxiliary 

services suggested are are merchant 

(corporate) level only. 

3. We also apply milestone-based planning, 

usually starting with putting the company in the 

position to know who are the best stakeholders 

to engage with immediately. We perform a 

“niche marketing exercise” to position one 

product/service and identify who “should” show 

interest. And from this pool of people, we would 

also recommend thousands of leads so that the 

company can start engaging quickly
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